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Doorstep 
Explorers 
Whole School Activities



1. Garden Nature 
Trail
Aims: This project allows the whole school to 
be involved in a group project that will create 
a trail around the outside space of the school. 
It can link into the term long project (Marvellous 
Map) by including a map that can be used to 
show the trail and its treasures. The trail will include 
artwork and items that involve the senses - things to 
look out for, sounds, textures to feel. It will give children 
a chance to see artwork outdoors, and to use natural 
materials to create with.

Many of the materials used in this project can be found 
outdoors, especially if the school has a forest school area.

Obviously, a lot will depend on the outside space available at the 
school, but the ideas below can hopefully be adapted to suit most 
outdoor areas.

Time Frame: this project can be done over the course of a term, although may be better 
suited to a special art day / week, with all classes working on a different aspect of the project 
and bringing it all together to display outside.
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Doorstep Explorers - Whole School Activities 

1. Garden Nature Trail 

Aims: 

This project allows the whole school to be involved in a group project that will create a trail around 
the outside space of the school. It can link into the term long project (Marvellous Map) by 
including a map that can be used to show the trail and its treasures. The trail will include artwork 
and items that involve the senses - things to look out for, sounds, textures to feel. It will give 
children a chance to see artwork outdoors, and to use natural materials to create with.


Many of the materials used in this project can be found outdoors, especially if the school has a 
forest school area.


Obviously, a lot will depend on the outside space available at the school, but the ideas below can 
hopefully be adapted to suit most outdoor areas.


Curriculum Link: 


P Level: 


Time Frame: this project can be done over the course of a term, although may be better suited to 
a special art day / week, with all classes working on a different aspect of the project and bringing 
it all together to display outside


Plant Pot Wind Chimes 

Resources: 
- small plastic plants pots

- string / wool / coloured plastic cord (Scoubidou String)

- cutlery (forks, teaspoons) 

- metal nuts and washers (Wilkos), bamboo circles and sticks (optional)

- bells, feathers, beads

- pipe cleaners

- coloured electrical tape

- coloured adhesive plastic

- scissors
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Plant Pot Wind Chimes
Resources:
• small plastic plants pots
• string / wool / coloured plastic cord (Scoubidou String)
• cutlery (forks, teaspoons)
• metal nuts and washers (Wilkos), bamboo circles and sticks (optional)
• bells, feathers, beads
• pipe cleaners
• coloured electrical tape
• coloured adhesive plastic
• scissors

Instructions:
•  give each child a plastic plant pot and several lengths of string / wool / scoubidou string 

approx 70cm long
•  ask the children to choose items they want to add to their wind chime - spoons, bells, beads, 

feathers (it’s a good idea to have a small pot for each child to put their chosen bits in)
•  thread the string through the bottom of the upside down plant pot through the drainage 

holes so that both ends hang down equally
•  thread the beads etc onto the ends of the string and either have a bell, a metal washer/ nut, a 

feather or fork / spoon at the end.
•  use coloured electrician tape to attach the strings to the cutlery and feathers
•  use a pipe cleaner threaded through the drainage holes to make a loop at the top of the 

wind chime to hang it up
•  the children can decorate the plant pots by cutting out shapes from the coloured adhesive 

plastic, and sticking them on. The shapes could be flowers and leaves, bugs, butterflies etc.
•  once finished, hang the wind chimes from branches

Ideas for further exploration:
Alternate styles of wind chimes can be made by using found sticks or kitchen colanders and 
hanging beaded strings from them with bells/ cutlery at the bottom.

You can explore the idea further by asking children to describe the sounds they hear from 
the wind chimes - how does using different materials change the sound? What can they 
find to make sounds with?
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Simple Outdoor Flags and Bunting
Resources:
• recycled fabrics (thin cotton is best - pillow cases, shirts, sheets etc)
• string
• sticks
• acrylic paint / permanent markers (Sharpies)
• strong pva glue

Instructions:
•  to make a simple rag bunting, give the children large pieces of fabric with small cuts 

along the top (approx 4cm deep, 8cm apart)

•  ask the children to rip the fabric into strips!

•  cut each thin strip into lengths about 30cm long

•  tie the torn lengths of fabric onto a long piece of string

•  to make stick flags cut triangles of fabric (the size of the triangle depends on how big 
your stick is - they can be huge or tiny)

•  decorate the flags by drawing with permanent markers or painting with acrylic paint. 
Leave to dry

•  cut small holes at the top corners of the flag.

•  use string (or ripped strips of fabric) to tie the triangles onto sticks to make flags

•  to make painted bunting, give the children squares (or triangles) of plain, light coloured 
fabric

•  ask them to think about different types of weather and how they could draw it.

•  they can draw out their initial designs on paper. If they outline it unblock pen they may 
be able to trace it onto the fabric

•  use permanent markers or acrylic paint to decorate the flags.

•  When they are dry, use strong pva to stick the flags onto string, folding the top edge 
over the string

Hang the finished bunting outdoors along your nature trail.

*see also, Laminated bunting, below
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Bugs on Sticks
Resources:
• recycled materials - card, bottle tops, plastic milk bottles, bubble wrap, old cd’s
• acrylic paint
• strong glue (you may need a glue gun)
• googly eyes, pom poms, wool, feathers etc..
• pipe cleaners
• garden canes
• gaffa tape

Instructions:
•  start by getting the children to draw some insect designs on paper - they don’t have to 

be real creatures. When they have a few ideas ask them to choose their favourite one and 
draw it so its around A5 size

•  ask them to think about which materials would work best for the individual components 
of their bugs - what would work for the body? What to use for the wings? What colour 
would they be

•  have a selection of different materials for them to choose, and ask them to pick the bits 
they want to use

•  get them to cut the pieces they need to create their bug, layering up the different pieces.

•  They can use acrylic paint to add colour (works on plastic).

•  stick all the bits together (a teacher may need to do this using a glue gun)

•  they can add any decoration - pom poms, eyes, pipe cleaner legs etc.

•  once finished they can attached to garden canes using strong gaffa tape.

•  the finished bugs on sticks can be stuck into the ground
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- to make a simple rag bunting, give the children large pieces of fabric with small cuts along the 
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*see also, Laminated bunting, below
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Den Making
Resources:
• sticks - big branches, long garden canes, sticks, short garden canes, plant support 

sticks,barbecue bamboo skewers
• florist ribbons
• string
• feathers, pipe cleaners, wool
• recycled fabrics
• natural materials - stones, leaves etc
• thin card (such as a cereal box)

- garden canes

- gaffa tape


Instructions: 
- start by getting the children to draw some insect designs on paper - they don’t have to be real 

creatures. When they have a few ideas ask them to choose their favourite one and draw it so its 
around A5 size


- ask them to think about which materials would work best for the individual components of their 
bugs - what would work for the body? What to use for the wings? What colour would they be
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- get them to cut the pieces they need to create their bug, layering up the different pieces.

- They can use acrylic paint to add colour (works on plastic).

- stick all the bits together (a teacher may need to do this using a glue gun)
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Den Making 

Resources: 
- sticks - big branches, long garden canes, sticks, short garden canes, plant support sticks, 

barbecue bamboo skewers

- florist ribbons

- string

- feathers, pipe cleaners, wool

- recycled fabrics

- natural materials - stones, leaves etc

- thin card (such as a cereal box)


Instructions: 

- to make a large outdoor den, get children to work together in small groups.

- use several large garden canes or branches (be careful that the branches aren’t too heavy and 

dangerous) to make a teepee shape, tying the sticks together at the top, and spreading them 
out at the bottom.


- get the children to weave in and out of the canes with ribbon, wool, or torn lengths of fabrics, 
tying the ends to the canes


- to make mini outdoor dens (ideal for small toys!) prop lots sticks together in a teepee shape 
and tie together at the top


- again, you can weave in between the sticks - you could use long grass and leaves

- decorate the inside of the den with more leaves and make a path to the door with stones.

- encourage the children to hunt for natural materials, such as feather and flowers to add to their 

mini den
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Instructions:
•  to make a large outdoor den, get children to work together in small groups.

•  use several large garden canes or branches (be careful that the branches aren’t too 
heavy and dangerous) to make a teepee shape, tying the sticks together at the top, and 
spreading them out at the bottom.

•  get the children to weave in and out of the canes with ribbon, wool, or torn lengths of 
fabrics, tying the ends to the canes

•  to make mini outdoor dens (ideal for small toys!) prop lots sticks together in a teepee 
shape and tie together at the top

•  again, you can weave in between the sticks - you could use long grass and leaves

•  decorate the inside of the den with more leaves and make a path to the door with stones.

•  encourage the children to hunt for natural materials, such as feather and flowers to add 
to their mini den

•  to make mini indoor/ outdoor teepees get each child to draw around something round 
(such as sellotape) onto thin card and cut out

•  mark out 7 evenly spaced points around of the circle, about 1 cm in from the edge.

•  push bamboo barbecue skewers through the card where the marks are (it helps 
to have something soft underneath while you push them through, like 
plasticine or a sponge)

•  use a pipe cleaner to hold the sticks together at the top, and have 
about 1cm of stick beneath the card circle as feet for the teepee

•  use scraps of torn fabrics, wool and thin ribbon to weave in and out 
of the sticks.

•  add feathers to the top



Nature Weaving
Resources:
• recycled cardboard box/ sticks /large empty picture frame (charity shops are great)
• string or wool
• natural materials - leaves, grasses, flowers, twigs

Instructions:
•  to make a group weaving, either use a large empty picture fame with the glass and 

backing removed or make a simple frame using long sticks, bound tightly at the corners

•  use string or wool wind around the top and bottom edges of the frame, so you have 
vertical strings (the children can help with this)

•  you could also use the string to make a less regimented ‘web’ style pattern to weave 
into, taking the string from side to side and top to bottom

•  hang the frame from a branch or prop against a tree

•  get the children to go on a nature hunt n the school grounds, collecting things that can 
be woven - long grasses, leaves, twigs, flowers, feathers etc

•  demonstrate how to weave, going over and under the strings on one layer, and the 
opposite way on the other

•  to make small individual nature weavings give each child a small (roughly 15cm x 15cm) 
piece of cardboard

•  get them to cut small slits along the top and bottom edges, about 2cm apart

•  wind string around the card, between the slits, and tie at the back to secure

•  collect the natural materials and weave them in rows, over and under on one row, under 
and over on the next until its full

•  use string to make a loop to hang it up.

- to make mini indoor/ outdoor teepees get each child to draw around something round (such as 
sellotape) onto thin card and cut out


- mark out 7 evenly spaced points around of the circle, about 1 cm in from the edge. 

- push bamboo barbecue skewers through the card where the marks are (it helps to have 

something soft underneath while you push them through, like plasticine or a sponge)

- use a pipe cleaner to hold the sticks together at the top, and have about 1cm of stick beneath 

the card circle as feet for the teepee

- use scraps of torn fabrics, wool and thin ribbon to weave in and out of the sticks. 

- add feathers to the top
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removed or make a simple frame using long sticks, bound tightly at the corners


- use string or wool wind around the top and bottom edges of the frame, so you have vertical 
strings (the children can help with this)


- you could also use the string to make a less regimented ‘web’ style pattern to weave into, 
taking the string from side to side and top to bottom


- hang the frame from a branch or prop against a tree

- get the children to go on a nature hunt n the school grounds, collecting things that can be 

woven - long grasses, leaves, twigs, flowers, feathers etc

- demonstrate how to weave, going over and under the strings on one layer, and the opposite 

way on the other


- to make small individual nature weavings give each child a small (roughly 15cm x 15cm) piece 
of cardboard


- get them to cut small slits along the top and bottom edges, about 2cm apart

- wind string around the card, between the slits, and tie at the back to secure

- collect the natural materials and weave them in rows, over and under on one row, under and 

over on the next until its full

- use string to make a loop to hang it up.
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Flower Petal Laminates 

Resources: 
- laminating pouches and laminator

- thin card

- string

- sticks

- natural materials - petals and leaves (must be flat)

- glue / glue gun

- single hole punch

- sharpie pen

- scissors


Instructions: 

Laminated Butterfly wings

- get the children to collect the small natural materials needed

- ask them to draw a large butterfly shape on a piece of paper (or give them an outline of 

symmetrical, simple butterfly wings

- lay a laminating much over the butterfly shape and open it up. lay the leaves and petals onto 

the inside of the laminate, using the drawing as a template.

- ask the children to make each wing symmetrical with the other.

- when they are happy with their design carefully laminate it.

- lay the laminate back over the paper butterfly outline and use a sharpie en to draw around the 

outline onto the laminate.

- carefully cut out the butterfly, making sure you cut inside inside the black lines so you cant see 

them when its finished.

- find a stick to make the body of the butterfly and glue it in place (you may need a glue gun)

- when the glue is dry punch holes in the top of the wings and use string to hang them up


Sun catchers

- draw around a large circle onto a piece of card (as big as the card will allow). Draw a smaller 

circle inside the large one and cut them out so you have a round shaped frame


Flower Petal Laminates
Resources:
• laminating pouches and laminator
• thin card
• string
• sticks
• natural materials - petals and leaves (must be flat)
• glue / glue gun
• single hole punch
• sharpie pen
• scissors
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Instructions:
Laminated Butterfly wings
•  get the children to collect the small natural materials needed
•  ask them to draw a large butterfly shape on a piece of paper (or give them an outline of 

symmetrical, simple butterfly wings
•  lay a laminating much over the butterfly shape and open it up. lay the leaves and petals 

onto the inside of the laminate, using the drawing as a template.
•  ask the children to make each wing symmetrical with the other.
•  when they are happy with their design carefully laminate it.
•  lay the laminate back over the paper butterfly outline and use a sharpie en to draw 

around the outline onto the laminate.
•  carefully cut out the butterfly, making sure you cut inside inside the black lines so you 

cant see them when its finished.
•  find a stick to make the body of the butterfly and glue it in place (you may need a glue 

gun)
•  when the glue is dry punch holes in the top of the wings and use string to hang them up



Sun catchers
•  draw around a large circle onto a piece of card (as big as the card will allow). Draw a 

smaller circle inside the large one and cut them out so you have a round shaped frame
•  collect your natural materials
•  open a laminating sheet and place the card frame inside.
•  arrange the natural materials inside to make a pattern
•  laminate, cut around the circle with a 5mm boarder, punch a hole at the top and hang 

with string

Laminated bunting
•  get the children to collect petals and leaves
•  place them inside a laminating pouch and laminate
•  cut the sheets into circles or triangles
•  punch holes at the top of the triangles or at each side of the circles
•  thread them onto string to make bunting
Ideas for further exploration:
Place all the items in your school garden to make a nature trail. You can use the trail to 
spark new ideas and projects

•  Ask the children to draw a map of the trail and draw their favourite things that they find 
on it

•  Give the children a pre-printed map and ask them to mark off where things are
•  Ask the children to stand in certain areas and close their eyes…. what can they hear? 

What can they feel? What can they smell?
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Flower Petal Laminates 

Resources: 
- laminating pouches and laminator

- thin card

- string

- sticks

- natural materials - petals and leaves (must be flat)

- glue / glue gun

- single hole punch

- sharpie pen

- scissors


Instructions: 

Laminated Butterfly wings

- get the children to collect the small natural materials needed

- ask them to draw a large butterfly shape on a piece of paper (or give them an outline of 

symmetrical, simple butterfly wings

- lay a laminating much over the butterfly shape and open it up. lay the leaves and petals onto 

the inside of the laminate, using the drawing as a template.

- ask the children to make each wing symmetrical with the other.

- when they are happy with their design carefully laminate it.

- lay the laminate back over the paper butterfly outline and use a sharpie en to draw around the 

outline onto the laminate.

- carefully cut out the butterfly, making sure you cut inside inside the black lines so you cant see 

them when its finished.

- find a stick to make the body of the butterfly and glue it in place (you may need a glue gun)

- when the glue is dry punch holes in the top of the wings and use string to hang them up


Sun catchers

- draw around a large circle onto a piece of card (as big as the card will allow). Draw a smaller 

circle inside the large one and cut them out so you have a round shaped frame




2. Patchwork Wall Hanging
Aim:  This is a great introduction to working with textiles, and can include using recycled 
fabrics Each child will create their own patch that will form part of a large wall hanging. It is 
a much simpler and quicker option than the Garden Nature Trail, and the whole school can 
do the same thing, rather than having a different project per class.

The quilt itself can be made by stitching the patches together (if any staff members are 
willing - its a big job!), or by glueing the patched onto a background fabric such as a sheet. 
alternatively, you can also buy kits that have ready-to-decorate plain fabric patches that tie 
together with ribbons and form a large patchwork wall hanging.

Depending on the abilities of the children, they can either cut out fabric shapes and stitch 
or glue them on the patches, or they can draw on the patches instead using permanent 
markers.

Curriculum Links:

P Level:

Time Frame: patches can be made in a lesson - a half day. Constructing the wall hanging 
needs to be done by staff.

Resources:
• recycled fabrics such as denim jeans, shirts, pillow cases etc
• scissors
• strong pva glue
• sewing kit (optional)
• buttons, sequins, ribbons, pompoms, trims
• permanent markers (such as Sharpies - if using white fabric patches)
• backing fabric (such as a sheet) or patchwork wall hanging kit (bakerross.co.uk)

Patchwork Wall Hanging from a kit

- follow the instructions for the denim quilt (drawing, designing, cutting and sticking fabric onto 

the patches) …

- or … ask the children to draw out their designs onto the paper, go around the outline with a 

black marker and then trace them onto the white  fabric patches

- colour in their designs with permanent pens

- they can add extra bits to their designs such as buttons, pompoms, sequins etc

- tie the patches together with the ribbons provided in the kit.


Further Exploration: 
Provide basic sewing kits (needle and thread) and allow children to experiment with stitches on 
their designs.
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Patchwork Wall Hanging from a kit

- follow the instructions for the denim quilt (drawing, designing, cutting and sticking fabric onto 

the patches) …

- or … ask the children to draw out their designs onto the paper, go around the outline with a 

black marker and then trace them onto the white  fabric patches

- colour in their designs with permanent pens

- they can add extra bits to their designs such as buttons, pompoms, sequins etc

- tie the patches together with the ribbons provided in the kit.


Further Exploration: 
Provide basic sewing kits (needle and thread) and allow children to experiment with stitches on 
their designs.







Instructions:
Denim patchwork quilt
•  ask the children to bring in any old jeans they might have, and any other old clothes to be 

recycled
•  cut the jeans into squares approx 15cm x 15cm (or 17cm x 17 cm if you intend to stitch them 

together). You will get several patches out of one pair of jeans. You can include seams in 
your patches - they don’t have to just be flat denim.

•  get the children to draw a square the same size as their patch onto a piece of paper (or fold 
the sheet of paper so it becomes the same size as the patch)

•  get them to think about the school garden, their garden at home or nature in general. 
Whats their favourite thing that they’ve seen? It could be a flower, leaf, bird, animal or 
insect.

•  ask them to draw this onto the paper. If you’re stitching the pieces together their design 
needs to be a couple of centimetres in from the edge.

•  once they’ve drawn their design all them to choose fabrics to create the design with
•  they can either cut up their paper design to make templates to use on their fabric or cut 

directly out.
•  when they have all the fabric pieces cut out they can stick them onto the denim patch with 

pva.
•  they can also add and buttons, sequins and trims to their designs to complete it.
•  once all the patches are dry they can be either stitched together or glued onto a large 

backing fabric to make a quilt.

Patchwork Wall Hanging from a kit

•  follow the instructions for the denim quilt (drawing, designing, cutting and sticking fabric 
onto the patches) …

•  or … ask the children to draw out their designs onto the paper, go around the outline with a 
black marker and then trace them onto the white fabric patches

•  colour in their designs with permanent pens
•  they can add extra bits to their designs such as buttons, pompoms, sequins etc
•  tie the patches together with the ribbons provided in the kit.

Further Exploration:

Provide basic sewing kits (needle and thread) and allow children to experiment with stitches 
on their designs.
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- follow the instructions for the denim quilt (drawing, designing, cutting and sticking fabric onto 

the patches) …

- or … ask the children to draw out their designs onto the paper, go around the outline with a 

black marker and then trace them onto the white  fabric patches

- colour in their designs with permanent pens

- they can add extra bits to their designs such as buttons, pompoms, sequins etc

- tie the patches together with the ribbons provided in the kit.


Further Exploration: 
Provide basic sewing kits (needle and thread) and allow children to experiment with stitches on 
their designs.
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black marker and then trace them onto the white  fabric patches

- colour in their designs with permanent pens

- they can add extra bits to their designs such as buttons, pompoms, sequins etc

- tie the patches together with the ribbons provided in the kit.


Further Exploration: 
Provide basic sewing kits (needle and thread) and allow children to experiment with stitches on 
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www. sunderlandculture.org.uk
info@sunderlandculture.org.uk

Want to know more about the artist that 
designed this resource? Contact us and we’ll 
happily introduce you!

@sunderlandculture

@SundCulture

@sunderlandculture


